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I-won is a Excel Workbook. It comes with a lot of macro that helps you to get useful info about your current
situation at the poker table. If you’re a professional poker player, this is a software tool that you should have. It will

help you to analyze and interpret your poker gameplay. You can also keep an eye on your players and their
performance in an easy to read and easy to use interface. By collecting and analyzing your data with the help of I-
won you will have a better overview and an opportunity to improve. If you’re new to poker, this is a software tool
that you should have. It will help you to analyze and interpret your poker gameplay. I-won will help you to keep
track of all your sessions and their results. You will be able to keep an eye on your own progress and improve

yourself along the way. I-won Features: You can analyze different aspects of your gameplay, like: The Players. The
software allows you to keep track of your opponents and where they are placed in the tournament The Cards. You
can keep track of the cards you have played, the cards your opponents have played and where they are placed The
Bet. You can keep track of the size of your bets and how they affect your opponents The Money. You can keep

track of the amount of chips you’ve betted, and where they are placed The Poker. You can keep track of the hand
and move the cards. The Coaching. You can keep track of the tips you give and the settings you use in the game

The Cash. You can keep track of the winnings and the amount you currently have in your wallet. You can also keep
track of the Poker rooms where you played. To be able to do so, simply click on a poker room link, and I-won will

automatically keep track of the results and your status in that room. I-won has a great fullscreen interface with a
dark black background. It provides a good user experience, and it has a really nice feel to it. This interface has
three tabs: General. This tab contains the most basic information, like the date, the time and the settings of the

current session. Players. This tab contains the player information. It allows you to keep track of the players that are
currently in the session. You will also be able to see their ranking.
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• When you start a hand, this macro will insert a scorecard for you to use as a reference for your hand. • When you
win a hand this macro will deduct the value of the hand from your overall score. • When you lose a hand this macro
will add the value of the hand to your overall score. • When you are out of chips, this macro will deduct the value
of the hand from your overall score. • When you are at chip limit this macro will add the value of the hand to your

overall score. • This macro will also show you your hand value for any hands you may have when you are in the
middle of a hand. • Another macro that you should know about is this one. If you press this macro button and your
pair / straight beats a bigger hand it will automatically insert a hand value that allows you to keep the race or push
your stack back if you are already all in. • In addition, you can use the other versions of the hand value macros to
calculate the total amount you have in your hand. NOTE: The macro version of this button is free. The shortcut

button version does cost 1.20 but is useful if you are an advanced player. Deduct 100% your handvalue from your
overall score Add 100% your handvalue to your overall score Show HAND VALUE Include hands in a table (ex.
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When you have 25 chips left you will see the tab "chip 25" that shows you your hands with the total value of the
hands) Disable the hands in a table (ex. When you have 25 chips left you will not see the tab "chip 25" that shows
you your hands with the total value of the hands) PowerLine is a comprehensive data logger program that allows

you to view: • Recent computer system information • Network system information • Game play history • Game log
files • Timestamps • Game statistics • Historical statistics PowerLine is a new, intuitive, easy-to-use, highly

customizable and powerful computer and internet statistics program. PowerLine is the most comprehensive and
feature-rich statistics program available today. The program not only gives you computer history and network

statistics, it also allows you to collect and save all your computer's and network's log files on your computer's hard
drive. Computer history and statistics information includes: • Hardware details • Operating system details • Internet

history • Click history • 77a5ca646e
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This is a fairly complete poker strategy Excel Workbook. It includes: You'll find a lot of cool features. Why not
check it out. Bonus: Trusted & Proven: I-won is a trusted Excel workbook. All the features work perfectly. Test by
me. What do you have to lose? Let's get started. I-won Video Tutorial: I-won: Easiest way to get online poker
betting systems. Or you can download the PDF version below: How to Use I-won To help you get started, I have
created an easy to use online poker betting system. I-won.co.uk stands for I-won. It's a set of poker hands betting
systems for Texas Hold'em that help you get ahead of your opponents by providing you with simple system. I-won
Excel Workbook is available online at your convenience. Find out how to get started with I-won in just a few
minutes. I-won Excel Workbook is a proven poker strategy Excel workbook. The system was tested by me, and it is
proven. I-won.co.uk - I-won - Easiest way to get online poker betting systems. Put me to the test Use I-won and
find out if I'm telling the truth. You can download the PDF of the I-won Excel Workbook now. I-won is a trusted
poker strategy Excel workbook with a wide range of macros that helps you to get useful info about your current
situation at the poker table. the voxel (Kikuchi *et al.*, 2013[@bb9]). The local resolution measured by the
Nyquist sampling rate (k^3^) is: where *L* is the in-plane length of the detector array (1.54 mm) and *X* is the
beam penetration depth (0.2 mm). The local resolution for a voxel with a size of 2 × 2 × 2 µm^3^ is ∼0.66 µm and
for a voxel with a size of 4 × 4 × 4 µm^3^ is ∼1.32 µm. This work was supported by the Office

What's New in the?

I-won is a tool created for poker players by poker players. The goal of this tool is to help you to monitor your win
ratio or how often you actually play for real money at a real poker table, whether you win or lose. Program: I-won
is a tool that was coded from scratch to make it easy for new users and poker pros. The tool was coded for
Windows using VB 6.0. Because of this, it is a bit old, so it does not support Unicode and does not run on 64-bit
operating systems. Objectives: While developing I-won I wanted to create something useful for poker players.
When creating this tool, I used PokerTracker as a source for ideas. Key Features: I-won is a database tool that
stores and calculates the amount of money you win or lose at the poker table. It does this for every single poker
hand you have played (including hands you have lost). Access: The I-won database is opened via a form in Excel.
The poker hand values (for example, “Jhxx”) are stored in the same form in the same columns as the hands’ own
values. The only exceptions are the columns named “Winn” and “Loss”, which contain the win and loss values,
respectively. Change Log: 2009-05-11: Initial release. Limitations: Because it was coded for Windows, I-won does
not support Unicode nor does it run on 64-bit operating systems. Using I-won: I-won can be used in several ways. It
is possible to use it as a calculator. Simply open the tool, input a hand value or enter a hand value and press the
“Calculate” button. Another use for I-won is to compare your current situation to your statistics from the past.
Open the tool, enter your current situation and then open your historical data. Now you can easily spot and look for
any trends and correlations. Changelog: 2009-07-22: Initial version of PokerHandStats was released. I-won features
were added to this version. Programming: 2009-05-07: Initial version of I-won was released. This version has the
ability to calculate your historical statistics. I-won has also added the ability to compare your current situation to
your statistics from the past. Bugs/Issues: Please report any bugs to support@wizardpoker.com. Credits: I-won was
coded by: srdessard (
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System Requirements:

DirectX 11 (9.0c) Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 10 Processor: Intel i5 6600K or equivalent
Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 2GB / AMD Radeon R9 270 2GB or equivalent
DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 25 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX
11-compatible Additional Notes: To use game in Fullscreen mode, your monitor must be set to
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